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Scrum Sprint Planning 
Simply a time boxed pair of meetings! The ENTIRE team attends. 

Part	  A,	  for	  a	  30	  day	  Sprint,	  4	  hours,	  can	  be	  as	  short	  as	  30	  minutes	  IF	  you’ve	  got	  a	  well	  groomed	  
Backlog.	  Driven	  primarily	  by	  the	  Product	  Owner	  

 
They bring: 
 

(1) if the first Sprint – a Vision for the project 
(2) a well defined Product Backlog (at least the “next” iteration details) to the table 
(3) along with a Sprint Goal  
(4) along with Acceptance Criteria per Product Backlog Item (PBI) or User Story and a notion of what “done” means 

 
They review the relevant goal and backlog items that may fit into this Sprint, fielding team questions and providing necessary clarity.  
 
In advance of the meeting, the team needs to have vetted: 

• major requirement clarification questions (driving discussion and specifically what artifacts are needed) 
• applied High Level estimates for size/complexity – time (usually driven by those “most experienced” in the work) 
• reviewed the backlog for missing items from a technical or investigative perspective 
• and commented on the best workflow strategy (usually driven by team leads, etc.) 

 
for the entire Backlog or as much as possible. A large part of the review should be the right technical flow for backlog execution! 
 
Wrap up the meeting with discussion and agreement on what done implies: 

• Per feature, acceptance 
• In general for development and QA tasks 

 
Remember: the Product Backlog should contain ALL WORK for the project – requirements and high-level tasks!!! At a high level of granularity (1-2-3 

weeks of effort) 
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Part	  B,	  for	  a	  30	  day	  Sprint,	  4	  hours;	  usually	  the	  majority	  of	  the	  planning	  meeting.	  Primarily	  driven	  
by	  the	  Team	  

Facilitated by the ScrumMaster, and Supported by the Product Owner. 
 
Each member of the team should bring: 
 

(1) a view to their availability for the upcoming Sprint (100% preferred, but whatever % available “reality”) 
(2) a view to your true productivity in a week (in days/hours) factoring out meetings, interruptions, downtime, etc. 
(3) a view to your planned time off (vacations, appointments, etc.) during the Sprint  
(4) a view to the upcoming backlog item (tasks) that will “probably” make sense for you to take on because of familiarity, skill, etc. 

 
This will lead to you having a capacity for the Sprint that you define—bringing it to the table for the meeting.  
 
For each Product PBI the team brainstorms: development tasks, testing tasks, supporting tasks, other tasks, etc. Virtually ALL work required to meet the “done”-
ness criteria and “demonstrate” the PBI as completed. 
 
Each of these will be captured on Post-it notes or 4x6 cards and posted on the Sprint Planning board.  
 
Task granularity is usually in hours. For early Scrum teams, I prefer a 4 hour increment model so that estimation is basically in full / half days. I normally try to 
influence the teams to break tasks down from ½ to 3 day (max) sizes for transparency. 
 
For tasks, appropriate team members should PULL tasks to themselves that make sense, simply putting your name on notes/cards. You should also load balance 
as a team so that complex & difficult or drudge tasks are shared across everyone. 
 
The Sprint is FULL when everyone’s capacity has been reached and no more work (complete stories) can be done. 
 
There are two closing steps: 

1) ensure the Sprint Goal aligns with the teams commitment; if not, realign the goal 
2) have the team commit to the goal. I like everyone going “Thumbs Up”. If anyone can’t determine why, change the work, and re-vote 
 

Then we begin the work the next day, with daily scrum meetings for sharing progress and moving tasks on the board… 
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Swim	  Lane	  View	  
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Calendar	  View	  
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
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Coaching Points 
 
 

1. It’s important to keep the cards [Story] + [Related Tasks] in alignment horizontally.  
 

a. You can also number the stories from their root source (for example Jira numbers) and then id the tasks to the stories 
b. For example: Story #32, then Task #32.1, 32.2, etc. 

 
2. Some teams like to use different colors for the cards. For example: Green would be for User Stories, Blue would represent 

Development Tasks, Yellow would represent Testing Tasks, Red would represent Collaboration Tasks (reviews), etc. This can 
be very useful to grasp Sprint State quickly. 
 

3. There is the notion of DRAG and some teams capture Drag Cards as the sprint progresses. Drag is anything that happens 
during the sprint that takes time away from the sprint plan. For example, an external customer interrupt to fix a bug. I usually 
recommend capturing the time in ½ day increments and just making the drag visible. At the end of the Sprint, add up the 
DRAG and consider it against the sprints’ progress and results. 

 
4. I personally prefer to “update the board” during the Daily Scrum. That way everyone is aware of progress, issues, and 

commentary. As a Scrum Master, it makes it easier for me to understand the progress and update the Burndown Chart. 
Essentially we’re moving things on the board and talking to the board/team in the standup. 

 
5. Do ALL of the team members capacity have to reach ZERO during Sprint Planning? I would say no. Get close, but having 

some leftover capacity as a buffer is a good thing.  
 

a. REMEMBER: the team should PUSH out work if they get in trouble (under estimated) and PULL in work if they’re 
ahead (over estimated). So things have a way of balancing out. 
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6. The most important commitment the team makes during Sprint Planning is to the Sprint Goal; not to the # of tasks or # of 
stories. They are important, but only supportive of the Goal. 
 

a. In fact, the Daily Standup should focus on team member Progress to Goal over individual task movement. 
7. Tasks cards can/should contain: Individual Initial(s) of owners, Estimates, Description, Story ID.  

 
a. The estimates are usually singular. For example, if I estimate a ½ day for a Task, but two people are working on it, then 

they both decrement their capacity by the ½ day. So, for the Burndown, estimates are multiplied by the number of 
initials (individuals) who worked the Task. 

 
8. Blocked Tasks should be reflected in some fashion. Often a special symbol or a Red Card is used to denote that a task (and 

Story) is currently Blocked.  
 

9. Why ½ Day Estimates?  
 

a. More so for teams just getting started. I’ve found that teams who estimate in hours: define too many tasks and get 
caught-up in the weeds. The arithmetic is more important than getting things DONE. Once the team matures, I’m fine 
with a move to hours. But in my experience, most stay with the ½ days… 

 
10. The Sprint or Sprint Board should ALWAYS progress in Priority Order. Cards should move from Top to Bottom and from 

Left to Right. Priority (VALUE) is the number one delivery goal. 
 

11. It’s incredibly important that you exit Sprint Planning with the entire team committing to the Body of Work associated with the 
Sprint Goal. 
 

12. I have a NO SURPRISE rule for Sprint Planning in that the team should never be seeing a PBI or User Story for the first time. 
If they do, then I’ll cancel the meeting and immediately schedule a Backlog Grooming session.  

 
a. If you’ve Groomed well, then your Sprint Planning should be smooth 
b. If you’re Sprint Planning is contentious, estimate-focused, design-focused, defensive, or simply taking forever, then it’s 

highly probable that you haven’t Groomed very well.  


